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Cyber Vulnerabilities 
 

2021 Was the Most prolific Year on Record for Data Breaches. 
Spirion released a guide which provides a detailed look at sensitive data breaches in 2021 derived from analysis 
conducted against the Identity Theft Resource Center (ITRC) database of publicly reported data breaches in the United 
States.  The guide is based on the analysis of more than 1,500 data incidents that occurred in the United States during 
2021 that specifically involved sensitive data, including personally identifiable information (PII). The report identifies the 
top sensitive data breaches by the number of individuals impacted, number of records compromised, threat actor, 
exposure vector, and types of sensitive data exposed by industry sector.  2021 was the most prolific year on record for 
data breaches, surpassing 2017’s all-time high. Last year a total of 1,862 data compromises were reported by U.S. 
organizations—a 68 percent increase over 2020. ITRC data revealed that 83% of the year’s incidents exposed 889 million 
sensitive data records that impacted more than 150 million individuals.  
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2022/02/09/2021-sensitive-data-breaches/  

 
Prioritizing the Right Vulnerabilities to Reduce Risk. 

As software vulnerabilities continue to be discovered at a regular — and often alarming — rate, security teams struggle 
to keep up with and mitigate these issues in a timely manner. Prioritization needs to be part of vulnerability 
management and remediation in order to intelligently manage the relentless flow of these vulnerabilities.  Security 
operations teams face multiple challenges as they shoulder the burden of developing and implementing a 
comprehensive vulnerability management program. The sheer volume is staggering: The National Vulnerability Database 
published over 18,000 vulnerabilities in 2020 alone, a quantity that’s higher than in previous years. Many vulnerabilities 
receive a severe rating based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) — in 2020, more than half qualified as 
“critical” or “severe.”   
https://www.darkreading.com/crowdstrike/prioritizing-the-right-vulnerabilities-to-reduce-risk  
 

Google Discloses Zero-Day CVE-2022-0609 As Known Exploited Vulnerability and Issues Emergency Update 
to Prevent Attacks. 

Google has released Chrome 98.0.4758.102 for Windows, Mac, and Linux, to fix a high-severity zero-day vulnerability 
used by threat actors in attacks. "Google is aware of reports that an exploit for CVE-2022-0609 exists in the wild," 
Google said in a security advisory released today. Google states that the Chrome update will roll out over the coming 
weeks. However, it is possible to install the update immediately simply by going into the Chrome menu > Help > About 
Google Chrome. The browser will also automatically check for new updates and install them the next time you close and 
relaunch Google Chrome. 
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/U5ZpCAD1klCZQlPUGfl_u?domain=bleepingcomputer.com/ 
 

Cybersecurity Open Source Intelligence Weekly Wrap-Up 
Thursday, February 17, 2022 

https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/xL6ECPNQDES0yKLczgGRj?domain=helpnetsecurity.com/
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/n6k0CR61GJUG7v3UPC1CX?domain=darkreading.com
https://chromereleases.googleblog.com/2022/02/stable-channel-update-for-desktop_14.html
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ICS Patch Tuesday: Siemens, Schneider Electric Address Nearly 50 Vulnerabilities. 
Siemens has released nine advisories addressing 27 vulnerabilities. Based on CVSS score, the most important, with a 
“critical” severity rating, is CVE-2021-45106. This flaw, related to hardcoded credentials, exposes the database 
associated with the SICAM TOOLBOX II engineering solution. Another important advisory describes three high-severity 
denial-of-service (DoS) vulnerabilities that can be exploited without authentication to target the company’s controllers. 
High-severity security holes have also been fixed in SIMATIC, SINEMA and SCALANCE products, which all use the same 
third-party strongSwan component. While these flaws have been confirmed to allow DoS attacks, one of them may also 
allow remote code execution in certain circumstances. 
https://www.securityweek.com/ics-patch-tuesday-siemens-schneider-electric-address-nearly-50-vulnerabilities 

 

Ransomware 
 

Linux-Based Systems Targeted with Ransomware and Cryptojacking. 
Thanks to its use on many cloud servers, Linux is a core part of the digital infrastructure. It's not surprising therefore that 
it's increasingly being targeted by attacks.  A new report from the Threat Analysis Unit at VMware finds malware 
targeting Linux-based operating systems is increasing in both volume and complexity amid a rapidly changing threat 
landscape.  Remote access tools are often an attacker's weapon of choice and one of the primary ones being used is the 
commercial pen testing tool Cobalt Strike. The report estimates more than half of Cobalt Strike users may be 
cybercriminals, or at least using Cobalt Strike illicitly, with cracked and leaked Cobalt Strike customer IDs running at 56 
percent.  
 https://betanews.com/2022/02/09/linux-based-systems-targeted-with-ransomware-and-cryptojacking/  
 

Ransomware Targeted 14 of 16 U.S. Critical Infrastructure Sectors in 2021. 
An increase in attack sophistication is proof of the growing threat that ransomware poses to all organizations, 
cybersecurity agencies from the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia said on Wednesday.  Over the past several 
years, ransomware has become the most prevalent threat to organizations in private and public sectors alike, including 
financial services, food and agriculture, government, healthcare, and other critical infrastructure industries.  In the U.S., 
ransomware attacks targeted 14 of the 16 critical infrastructure sectors, as defined by the Department of Homeland 
Security.  The business model has proven highly lucrative for cybercriminals and, for as long as the ransomware business 
model yields financial returns for the attackers, the number of incidents is expected to increase, the cybersecurity 
agencies warn.  
 https://www.securityweek.com/ransomware-targeted-14-16-us-critical-infrastructure-sectors-2021 
 

Almost $1.3bn Paid to Ransomware Actors Since 2020. 
Cryptocurrency experts have identified $602m of ransomware payments made in 2021, but warned the real figure will 
likely surpass the $692m paid to cybercrime groups in 2020.  The findings come from the Ransomware Crypto Crime 
Report produced by blockchain investigations and analytics company Chainalysis. It reveals some fascinating insight into 
current industry trends.  Average payment size has soared over recent years, from $25,000 in 2019 to $88,000 a year 
later and $118,000 in 2021. That’s due in part to a surge in targeted attacks on major organizations, known as “big-game 
hunting,” which can net threat actors tens of millions in a single compromise.  “This big-game hunting strategy is 
enabled in part by ransomware attackers’ usage of tools provided by third-party providers to make their attacks more 
effective,” the report explained. “Usage of these services by ransomware operators spiked to its highest ever levels in 
2021.”   
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/almost-13bn-paid-to-ransomware/  
 

 

https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/services/cert.html#SecurityPublications
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/WcozCQW7EGhXzkwCPOfZ_?domain=betanews.com/
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/oqWECZ60QnU7jgpFzLT3n?domain=securityweek.com
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/QWe2C4xL03tz85vSVxB6r?domain=infosecurity-magazine.com/
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Cyber Attacks 
 

Cyber Terrorism Is a Growing Threat & Governments Must Take Action. 
Thousands of Israelis continue to live in fear after Iranian hackers stole their personal details, including sexual 
orientation and HIV status, from the dating site Atraf, popular in the LGBTQ community. Leaking the information could 
have devastating consequences for the victims.  This attack is part of a growing trend of states engaging in cyber 
terrorism, which targets civilian infrastructure and services in order to endanger lives, cause fear, and create panic, just 
like traditional terrorism. But because cyber terrorists can attack with a click, from afar, the consequences could be 
much more far-reaching than suicide bombers or missiles. Cyber terrorism is a weapon that can be used daily, not just in 
wartime.  
https://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/cyber-terrorism-is-a-growing-threat-governments-must-take-action 
  

Ways to Keep Your Business Data Secure from Cyber Attacks. 
Many business owners believe they are not at risk from cyber attacks just because their company is not big enough or 
significant enough to be targeted but stats may say otherwise.  Fraud has been present since the beginning of time as 
there will always be people willing to exploit other people and businesses for their benefit. As time moved on, fraudsters 
kept up with the developments and continued to update their malicious actions to cause more damage.  The rapid 
growth of technology and the internet has made things easier for them and given them even more opportunities to 
make their attacks more sophisticated and harder to trace and prevent.  According to SEON’s guide on fraud detection, 
47% of companies have experienced fraud totaling 42 billion dollars in losses. But, they weren’t the only ones that used 
this unbelievable technological development. It helped create sophisticated and effective cybersecurity strategies to 
prevent malicious actions and keep your business safe.   
https://www.hackread.com/ways-to-keep-business-data-secure-cyber-attacks/ 
 

If You See Something, Say Something 
The three Missouri Fusion Centers: the 

St. Louis 
Fusion Center, the Missouri Information 

Analysis Center, and the Kansas City 
Regional Fusion Center has teamed up 
with the Missouri Office of Homeland 
Security and P3 to create a Suspicious 

Cyber Activity Reporting Tool. 
 

The Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool is 
accessible on the SafeNation App or go to 

https://www.p3tips.com/TipForm.aspx?ID=2600&TemplateID=129 

https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/cjnpCYE5PmTDGLyh3n5gF?domain=darkreading.com
https://protect-uspcom.mimecast-pscom-us.com/s/H9qoC0RLz7CknNqhD6XIo?domain=hackread.com/
https://www.p3tips.com/TipForm.aspx?ID=2600&TemplateID=129

